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They did not look like women, or at least a stranger new
to the district might easily have been misled by their
appearance, as they stood together in a group, by the
pit's mouth. There were about a dozen of them there--all
“pit-girls,” as they were called; women who wore a dress
more than half masculine, and who talked loudly and
laughed discordantly, and some of whom, God knows,
had faces as hard and brutal as the hardest of their
collier brothers and husbands and sweethearts. They
had lived among the coal-pits, and had worked early and
late at the “mouth,” ever since they had been old
enough to take part in the heavy labor. It was not to be
wondered at that they had lost all bloom of womanly
modesty and gentleness. Their mothers had been “pitgirls” in their time, their grandmothers in theirs; they had
been born in coarse homes; they had fared hardly, and
worked hard; they had breathed in the dust and grime of
coal, and, somehow or other, it seemed to stick to them
and reveal itself in their natures as it did in their bold
unwashed faces. At first one shrank from them, but one's
shrinking could not fail to change to pity. There was no
element of softness to rule or even influence them in
their half savage existence. On the particular evening of
which I speak, the group at the pit's mouth were even
more than usually noisy. They were laughing, gossiping
and joking,--coarse enough jokes,--and now and then a
listener might have heard an oath flung out as if all were
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well used to the sound. Most of them were young
women, though there were a few older ones among
them, and the principal figure in the group--the center
figure, about whom the rest clustered--was a young
woman. But she differed from the rest in two or three
respects. The others seemed somewhat stunted in
growth; she was tall enough to be imposing. She was as
roughly clad as the poorest of them, but she wore her
uncouth garb differently. The man's jacket of fustian,
open at the neck, bared a handsome sunbrowned throat.
The man's hat shaded a face with dark eyes that had a
sort of animal beauty, and a well-molded chin. It was at
this girl that all the rough jokes seemed to be directed.
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Simplified Chinese edition of The Crayons' Christmas
Quickly learn and employ practical recipes for developing
real-world, cross-platform applications using Delphi. Key
Features Get to grips with Delphi to build and deploy
various cross-platform applications Design and deploy
real-world apps by implementing a single source
codebase Build robust and optimized GUI applications
with ease Book Description Delphi is a cross-platform
integrated development environment (IDE) that supports
rapid application development on different platforms,
saving you the pain of wandering amid GUI widget
details or having to tackle inter-platform incompatibilities.
Delphi Cookbook begins with the basics of Delphi and
gets you acquainted with JSON format strings, XSLT
transformations, Unicode encodings, and various types
of streams. You’ll then move on to more advanced
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topics such as developing higher-order functions and
using enumerators and run-time type information (RTTI).
As you make your way through the chapters, you’ll
understand Delphi RTL functions, use FireMonkey in a
VCL application, and cover topics such as
multithreading, using aparallel programming library and
deploying Delphi on a server. You’ll take a look at the
new feature of WebBroker Apache modules, join the
mobile revolution with FireMonkey, and learn to build
data-driven mobile user interfaces using the FireDAC
database access framework. This book will also show
you how to integrate your apps with Internet of Things
(IoT). By the end of the book, you will have become
proficient in Delphi by exploring its different aspects such
as building cross-platforms and mobile applications,
designing server-side programs, and integrating these
programs with IoT. What you will learn Develop visually
stunning applications using FireMonkey Deploy
LiveBinding effectively with the right object-oriented
programming (OOP) approach Create RESTful web
services that run on Linux or Windows Build mobile apps
that read data from a remote server efficiently Call
platform native API on Android and iOS for an
unpublished API Manage software customization by
making better use of an extended RTTI Integrate your
application with IOT Who this book is for Delphi
Cookbook is for intermediate developers with a basic
knowledge of Delphi who want to discover and
understand all the development possibilities offered by it.
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platform apps with Delphi About This Book A one-stop guide
on Delphi to help you build cross-platform apps This book
covers important concepts such as the FireMonkey library,
shows you how to interact with the Internet of Things, and
enables you to integrate with Cloud services The code is
explained in detail with observations on how to create native
apps for Ios and Android with a single code base Who This
Book Is For If you want to create stunning applications for
mobile, desktop, the cloud, and the Internet of Things, then
this book is for you. This book is for developers who would
like to build native cross-platform apps with a single codebase
for iOS and Android. A basic knowledge of Delphi is
assumed, although we do cover a primer on the language.
What You Will Learn Understand the basics of Delphi and the
FireMonkey application platform as well as the specifics of
Android and iOS platforms Complete complex apps quickly
with access to platform features and APIs using a single,
easy-to-maintain code base Work with local data sources,
including embedded SQL databases, REST servers, and
Backend-as-a-Service providers Take full advantage of
mobile hardware capabilities by working with sensors and
Internet of Things gadgets and devices Integrate with cloud
services and data using REST APIs and scalable multi-tier
frameworks for outstanding multi-user and social experience
Architect and deploy powerful mobile back-end services and
get super-productive by leveraging Delphi IDE agile
functionality Get to know the best practices for writing a highquality, reliable, and maintainable codebase in the Delphi
Object Pascal language In Detail Delphi is the most powerful
Object Pascal IDE and component library for cross-platform
native app development. It enables building natively
compiled, blazingly fast apps for all major platforms including
Android, iOS, Windows, Mac, and Linux. If you want to build
server-side applications, create web services, and have clear
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GUIs for your project, then this book is for you. The book
begins with a basic primer on Delphi helping you get
accustomed to the IDE and the Object Pascal language and
will then quickly move on to advanced-level concepts.
Through this book, we'll help you understand the architecture
of applications and will teach you the important concepts of
the FireMonkey library, show you how to build server-side
services, and enable you to interact with the Internet of
Things. Towards the end, you will learn to integrate your app
with various web services and deploy them. By the end of the
book, you will be able to build powerful, cross-platform, native
apps for iOS and Android with a single code base. Style and
approach This book will help you build cross-platform mobile
apps with Delphi using a step-by-step approach.
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